GENERAL RULES
1. Participants must have a confirmed XPLORE'19 ID to participate in any event.
2. All participants who have registered online for XPLORE’19 can report directly at the event
venue with their tickets.
3. Spot registration is available at the registration desk - Participants who have not registered
online also can register offline by reporting at the registration desk. The signed ticket obtained
has to be produced in front of the respective event coordinators.
4. Participants should have a valid institution ID or a Valid ID with them as a proof of their
identity. No one will be allowed to participate without the same.
5. For availing accommodation facilities, the applicant has to produce a valid ID card.
6. Participants should produce their XPLORE’19 Event Cards, along with their photo ID for
inspection when asked by the organisers.
7. XPLORE'19 organisers are not responsible for loss of any personal property.

Evaluation and Result Declaration Policy
1. Every participant should abide by the rules, regulations and specifications given in the
XPLORE’19 website for each event. A participant will be disqualified if their equipment is not
compliant with the specifications of the event or if his/her conduct is deemed unreasonable by
the event managers.
2. If the performance of an arbitrarily large number of participants is substandard, the final prize
money distribution will be decided by the Appeal & Dispute Committee.
3. If a participant wins the event but fails in any round of multiple segment events (i.e. events
with multiple subsections), the prize money awarded will only be a fraction of the total prize
money depending on how far the participant has progressed.
4. In case of two first/second prizes (A tie which cannot be settled by the tie breaking rounds or
any method described in the specific event rules) then the prize money will be decided as
follows:
a. Case a: 2 first positions - (First prize money + Second prize money)/2… Second position –
Third Prize money. Third position will not be declared in this case.
b. Case b : 2 second positions – (Second Prize money + Third prize money)/2….Third place
will not be declared in this case.
c. Case c: 2 third positions - third prize money/2
5. Decisions of Event Coordinators will be final and irrevocable. If the participation is very low, the
Event Coordinators can even cancel the event.
6. If there is any issue regarding the result, it should be resolved with the assistance of Appeal &
Dispute Committee at the event venue itself.

